Relation Extraction is the process of finding relationship between named entities in a text. Automatic extraction of semantic relation between pair of nouns is an important task with many potential applications like information retrieval, information extraction, text summarization, machine translation, question answering, thesaurus construction and word sense disambiguation. This paper describes an approach that extracts hypernym and meronym relation between proper nouns in sentences of a given text. Here machine learning techniques are used to automatically extract proper nouns with a given relationship from a text corpus. This work is based on dependency parsing with ADTree and Naive Bayes classifier. The approach is based on the analysis of the paths between noun pairs in the dependency parse trees of the sentences.
Introduction
Extracting relationships between entities from text is one of the most challenging issues in information extraction. Many natural language processing applications depend on ontologies such as WordNet in order to obtain prior knowledge about the semantic relationships between words. Unfortunately, the domain of WordNet is limited in scope, and is time consuming and expensive to maintain and extent. Furthermore, WordNet has no concept of probability. For a given word, WordNet stores a list of its relations to other words, but does not store the probability of the occurrence of that relationship in normal usage. Recently, substantial interest has been directed towards the idea of automatic detection of semantic relations between words. Automatic extraction of semantic relations between nouns from text corpora is important to many Natural Language Processing tasks. For example one would like to search for all terms that bear semantic relation to some other terms. The important semantic relations to extract are the ISA relation, otherwise known as Hyponym-Hypernym relation and Meronym or Part-Whole relation. In this paper we propose a method to improve the automatic extraction of hypernym/hyponym and meronym relationship between proper nouns which do not exists in the Wordnet.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the literature survey. Identification of dependency patterns from corpus using dependency relation features and the generalisation and extension of dependency paths are described in section 3. Section 4 explain the steps involved in testing phase of hypernym and meronym relation extraction. Experimental setup is described in section 5. The summary of this work is illustrated in section 6.
Related work
There have been two approaches to extract hypernym relations from texts; Pattern based approach and co-occurrence based approach. Pattern based approach is again classified into lexico-syntactic pattern method and dependency pattern method. Pattern based approach was first used in 12, 11 to extract hyponym relations from a row corpus. For the discovery of new pattern, gather the list of terms for which a particular relation R is held. From the corpus find the place where these patterns occur and find the commonalities among the environment. This technique is applied to Meronymy relation, but the pattern for this relation does not uniquely identify it. The paper 1 used pattern-based techniques and other heuristics to extract meronymy (part-whole) relations. The work in 10 improved upon the work of 1 using a machine learning filter. In paper 7 part of speech patterns are used to extract a subset of hyponym relations involving proper nouns. Recall and Precision are the problems associated with using patterns to extract semantic information from text. These problems are overcome in paper 15 by using syntactic constructions like appositions (APOS) in addition to CN PN.
In 19 dependency patterns are used as the feature for the discovery of hypernyms from a text. The lexico-syntactic pattern can be generalized using dependency path. A semantic taxonomy is constructed in paper 20 by using the same method specified in 19 . Here probability of noun being a co-ordinate term is used to enhance the probability of there being a hypernym relation. In 2 an unlabelled hierarchy of noun was built using bottom up clustering method. Here multiple senses of the word are not considered but noises are filtered. The syntactical co-occurrence approach of 19 used a minimal edit distance algorithm to automatically discover the patterns of an ISA relation and learn lexico POS patterns in an automatic way. Here the algorithm is designed for terascale, so recall is valued over precision. But it is impossible to know the number of ISA relations in any nontrivial corpus. Semantic relations between noun compounds with machine learning approach was discussed in paper 18 . Automatic aqcuisition and expansion of hypernym links of one word to multiword through lexico-syntatic pattern from large corpus are discussed in paper 16 . Precision and recall of Hearst patterns are increased in paper 17,3 through HMM and latent semantic analysis respectively. Paper 9 automatically build semantic hierarchy with ISA relations based on word embeddings.
Identification of dependency patterns from corpus
The first phase of the relation extraction system is to identify the dependency patterns for hypernym and meronym relations. The system architecture is shown in figure 1 . In the first phase the corpus is preprocessed to extract noun pairs from each of the sentences. The preprocessing steps are sentence segmentation, POS tagging, tokenization, stemming and noun extraction and pairing. Nouns pairs are build for the purpose of finding whether there is any semantic relation in between them. If a sentence contains n different nouns, there are n P 2 different pairs of nouns. Only some of the noun pairs extracted from the Corpus contain the hypernym or meronym relationship. For each noun, extract from WordNet 6 , the meronym and hypernym for that noun. This results in a large set of pairs of related words, labeled according to the type of their relationships.
Dependency relation features
In paper 19, 20 dependency parse trees are derived from Minipar parser 14 which is a shallow parser. But here we have applied Stanford parser 4 which is Java implementations of probabilistic natural language parsers, both highly optimized PCFG and dependency parsers, and a lexicalized PCFG parser to directly build the dependency tree. Dependency parser shows the dependency relationship 5 between words in a sentence. The dependency parse for a given sentence is essentially a set of triplets each of which is composed of a grammatical relation and the pair of words from the sentence among which the grammatical relation holds rel i (w j , w k ), where rel i is the dependency relation among words w j and w k . Table 1 . Dependency tree of the sentence "Heavy water rich in the doubly heavy hydrogen atom called deuterium."
[amod(water-2, Heavy-1), dep(rich-3, water-2), prep(rich-3,in-4), det(atom-9, the-5), advmod(heavy-7, doubly-6), amod(atom-9, heavy-7), nn(atom-9, hydrogen-8), pobj(in-4, atom-9),partmod(atom-9, called-10), dobj(called-10, deuterium-11)] Table 1 shows the dependency parse of a sentence "Heavy water rich in the doubly heavy hydrogen atom called deuterium" and figure 2 shows the corresponding dependency tree. This example sentence illustrates that the depen-dency path between a noun pair captures the relevant information regarding the relationship between the nouns better compared to using the words in the unparsed sentence. Consider the noun pair "atom" and "deuterium". The word in the sentence between these nouns are "called ". So the word "called" is a pattern for the hypernym extraction. From the resulting dependency relationships between words, the dependency features are formed. For this first find the shortest dependency paths of five links or less between the pair of nouns which exhibits hypernym relation. If a noun pair is directly dependent on each other then return that dependency directly. Otherwise, we perform a breadth first search to find the shortest path between the two words.
Consider the dependency tree in figure 2 . The triplets in the path from "atom" to "deuterium" is "partmod(atom, called), dobj(called,deuterium)". Generalize the dependency path by removing the nouns. Suppose we have a sentence with similar semantics, where the nouns are replaced by another noun ie, "atom" is replaced by "metal" and "deuterium" is replaced by "silver". If we use the words on the path to represent the path feature, we end up with two different paths for the two sentences that have similar semantics. Therefore, in this study we use only the dependency relation types among the words to represent the paths. For example, the triplets path feature extracted for the (atom, deuterium) pair is "partmod(noun1,called), dobj(called, noun2)" and the path feature extracted for the (atom, hydrogen) pair is "nn(Noun1,Noun2)". The words in the dependency path between this noun pair give sufficient information to identify their relationship.
In this sentence we have four nouns (water, hydrogen, atom, and deuterium) and hence twelve pairs of nouns. From these noun pairs identify noun pairs that exhibits hypernym relation. Here only one pair of noun is in hypernym relation. In this example there is a single path between noun pair. However, there may be more than one path between a noun pair, if one or both appear multiple times in the sentence. In such cases, we select the shortest paths between the noun pairs. Patterns for the extraction of Hypernym and Meronym relation in this system are described table 2  and table 3 . 
Generalization and extension of dependency path
In addition to the shortest triplet path between the noun pair, satellite link for each noun in the noun pair is also considered. Satellite link means the link between one noun in the noun pair and any other node in the dependency tree which is not in the shortest triplet path. This is done because there may be some edges which are not strictly part of the dependency path but are vital to provide reliable evidence of hypernymy. These satellite links made it possible for dependency paths to express the lexical patterns in 1 originally proposed as good candidates for extracting evidence of hypernymy. The dependency paths with satellite links extracted from the sentence "The library has a large collection of classic books by such authors as Herrick and Shakespeare" whose dependency tree is shown in table 4, are shown in table 5 Table 4 . Dependency tree of the sentence "The library has a large collection of classic books by such authors as Herrick and Shakespeare." Certain function words like "such" in "such NP as NP", "and" in "NP and other NP" and "or" in "NP or other NP" are very important parts of the lexicosyntactic pattern, but they are not included in the shortest triplet path. In the above example satellite link for the noun "atom" is "det(atom, the), amod(atom, heavy), nn(atom, hydrogen), pobj(in, atom)". In this example these satellite links are not important. So find the satellite links that occur five or more times in the corpus. Generalize the distributive nature of the nouns linked by syntactic conjunction. All words in conjunction use the same dependency path to a noun not in the conjunction For eg:-"Metals Like Silver and Gold are used for making ornaments". Here the shortest triplet path between the noun pair (metal, gold) and satellite link for the nouns "Metal" and "gold" are same as that of the noun pair(Metal, Silver)because the nouns silver and gold are linked by syntactic conjunction "and". Additional pattern obtained for the hypernym is {NP} * {and|or}NP kind of NP. After obtaining all features for a particular noun pair, it is represented as feature vector. Feature vector is a set containing each feature and its frequency. For each noun pair, we construct a feature vector.
where f i is the features , c i is the frequency of that feature and n is the total number of features. Once we have a feature vector, each ( f i , c i ) pair in the feature vector must be converted to a normalized form using the equation.
where n is the total number of features. Thus equation (3) becomes a normalized Feature vector.
By averaging the F i values we obtain the feature value for the feature vector.
Classification Approaches
Machine learning approaches are used to classify each sentence that contain a hypernym relation, meronym relation or unrelated for a noun pair. We extracted positive and negative training instances (hypernym/unrelated pairs and meronym/unrelated pair) from the training data for each class of events. We considered only the pairs that appear in the same sentence. A sentence exhibits a hypernym relation or meronym relation for one noun pair, while not for another noun pair. For instance, our example sentence is a positive sentence for the (atom, deuterium) noun pair. However, it is a negative sentence for the (atom, hydrogen) noun pair, i.e., it does not describe a hypernym relation between this pair of nouns. Dependency patterns with satellite link are used as the feature for the training process. We built feature vector for each noun pair encountered in the same sentence in our training data and trained two classifiers ADTree 8 and Naive Bayes 13 on this data. Training statistics for Hypernym relation is shown in figure 3 . Classification algorithms used for hypernym and meronym relation are ADTree algorithm and Naive Bayes Classifier respectively. For the evaluation the number of boosting iterations used for ADTree is 10 and also 3 nodes are expanded.
We collected 312 noun pairs for our training set and tagged them for hypernymy and meronymy separately and automatically using Wordnet2.1. There were 104 and 80 positive examples for hypernym and meronym respectively. 141 dependency paths are collected and to use as features.
Automatic Extraction of Hypernym & Meronym related proper nouns
Phase 2 of the system architecture shown in figure 4 describes the testing phase. In the testing phase, first the test corpus is preprocessed and then parsed each sentence in the test corpus using a dependency parser. After that extracted feature vector for each noun pair in the test corpus. The classifier is used to determine whether the noun pair exhibits the semantic relation or not.
Experimental Results
We use precision, recall, and F-score as our metrics to evaluate the performances of the method. Precision and recall are defined as follows: Fscore is the harmonic mean of recall and precision.
Among the test set of 310 noun pairs, human annotator agreed upon 27 nounpairs as being in a hypernym relationship and 19 noun pairs as being meronym relationship. But after testing the system gives 29 noun pairs as hypernym pairs and 21 noun pairs as meronym pairs. In these 29 noun pairs only 21 noun pairs hold the hypernym relationship and in the 21 noun pairs only 14 hold meronym relationship. The precision, recall and F-score of the test corpus is shown in table 6. Table 7 and 8 compares the F-scores of the Wordnet and other best classifiers for hyernym and Meronym relations respectively. 
Conclusion
A relation extraction approach is introduced based on dependency parsing and machine learning to identify hypernym and meronym relation among the nouns in sentences in a natural language text. Unlike syntactic parsing, dependency parsing captures the semantic predicate argument relationships between the entities in addition to the syntactic relationships. The shortest triplet paths between the noun pairs in the dependency parse trees of the sentences and also the satellite link for each noun in the noun pair are extracted and used as the feature vector for the classification. Generalization and extension of the dependency path gives more accurate features for the semantic relation extraction. Supervised machine learning approaches like ADTree and Naive Bayes classifier have been applied to this domain. This work can generalize and perform better than WordNet because the classifier can infer the appropriate classification for very specific, domain limited terms (eg: proper nouns) that have not been in the Wordnet. We evaluated and compared the performance of our classifier with the previous approaches. This work achieved the best F-score performance with ADTree classifier (75%) for hypernym relation and NaiveBayes classifier (70%) for meronym relation. F-score of hypernym classifiers is better than the results obtained in previous work, but our results at the extraction of meronym semantic relation were not as good as we were expecting. We report our experimental results comparing to previous work and the result shows the power of the dependency path to extract semantic relations from a text.
